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Follow the following order to complete your work this week. 
 

● Read from soil to bedrock. 
● Complete soil horizons description worksheet. 
● Last week we read about how the rock cycle affects soil formation. Review that 

information, and complete the rock cycle brochure.  
● Zebra article 
● For fun: experiment of your choice!  
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CHAPTER 10

After you read this section, you should be able to answer 
these questions:

• What is soil?

• How do the features of soil affect the plants that 
grow in it?

• What is the effect of climate on soil?

Where Does Soil Come From?
What do you think of when you think of soil? Most 

people think of dirt. However, soil is more than just dirt. 
Soil is a loose mixture of small mineral pieces, organic 
material, water, and air. All of these things help to make 
soil a good place for plants to grow.

Soil is made from weathered rocks. The rock that 
breaks down and forms a soil is called the soil’s parent

rock. Different parent rocks are made of different chemi-
cals. Therefore, the soils that form from these rocks are 
also made of different chemicals. 

Bedrock is the layer of rock beneath soil. Because the 
material in soil is easily moved, the bedrock may not be the 
same as the soil’s parent rock. Soil that has been moved 
away from its parent rock is called transported soil.

In some cases, the bedrock is the same as the parent 
rock. In these cases, the soil remains in place above its 
parent rock. Soil that remains above its parent rock is 
called residual soil.

The soil is 
weathered
from bedrock.

The soil is 
carried in from 
another place.

The bedrock is 
the same as the 
parent rock.

The bedrock is 
not the same as 
the parent rock.

BEFORE YOU READ National Science 
Education Standards
ES 1c, 1e, 1g, 1k

STUDY TIP
Summarize in Pairs Read
this section quietly to yourself. 
Then, talk about the material 
with a partner. Together, try to 
fi gure out the parts that you 
didn’t understand.

READING CHECK

1. Explain Why are 
different soils made of 
different chemicals?

TAKE A LOOK 
2. Identify Fill in the blanks 
with the terms residual soil
and transported soil.
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From Bedrock to Soil continued

What Are the Properties of Soil?
Some soils are great for growing plants. However, 

plants cannot grow in some other soils. Why is this? 
To better understand how plants can grow in soil, you 
must know about the properties of soil. These properties 
include soil texture, soil structure, and soil fertility.   

SOIL TEXTURE
Soil is made of particles of different sizes. Some par-

ticles, such as sand, are fairly large. Other particles are 
so small that they cannot be seen without a microscope. 
Soil texture describes the amounts of soil particles of 
different sizes that a soil contains. 

Soil texture affects the consistency of soil and how 
easily water can move into the soil. Soil consistency

describes how easily a soil can be broken up for farming. 
For example, soil that contains a lot of clay can be hard, 
which makes breaking up the soil difficult. Most plants 
grow best in soils that can be broken up easily.

Soil contains particles of many different sizes. However, all of the particles are 
smaller than 2 mm in diameter.

Sand particles are 0.05 mm to 
2 mm in diameter.

Silt particles are 0.002 mm to 
0.05 mm in diameter.

Clay particles are smaller than 
0.002 mm in diameter.

SOIL STRUCTURE
The particles in soil are not always evenly mixed. 

Sometimes, particles of a certain kind of material will 
form clumps in the soil. Soil structure describes the 
arrangement of particles in a soil.

READING CHECK

3. Defi ne What is soil 
texture?

Math Focus
4. Calculate How many 
times larger is the biggest silt 
particle than the biggest clay 
particle?
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SOIL FERTILITY
Plants need to get nutrients from soil in order to grow. 

Some soils are rich in nutrients. Other soils may have few 
nutrients or may be unable to give the nutrients to plants. 
The ability of soil to hold nutrients and to supply nutri-
ents to plants is called soil fertility.

Some of the nutrients in a soil come from its parent 
rock. Other nutrients come from humus. Humus is the 
organic material that forms in soil from the remains of 
plants and animals. These remains are broken down into 
nutrients by decomposers, such as bacteria and fungi. It 
is humus that gives dark-colored soils their color. 

What Are the Different Layers in Soil?
Most soil forms in layers. The layers are horizontal, so 

soil scientists call them horizons.

The O horizon is made of 
decaying material from dead 
organisms. It is found in 
some areas, such as forests, 
but not in others.

Water dissolves 
and removes 
nutrients as it 
passes through 
the soil. This is 
called leaching.

The A horizon is made of 
topsoil. Topsoil contains 
more humus than any other 
soil horizon does.

The E horizon is a layer of 
sediment with very few
nutrients in it. The nutrients 
in the E horizon have been 
removed by water.

The B horizon is very rich in 
nutrients. The nutrients that 
were washed out of other 
horizons collect in the 
B horizon.

The C horizon is made of 
partly weathered bedrock or 
of sediments from other 
locations.

The R horizon is made of 
bedrock that has not been
weathered very much.

O

A

E

B

C

R

Horizon
name Description

READING CHECK

5. Defi ne What is humus?

STANDARDS CHECK
ES 1e Soil consists of weathered 
rocks and decomposed organic 
material from dead plants, 
animals, and bacteria. Soils are 
often found in layers, with each 
having a different chemical 
composition and texture.

Word Help: layer
a separate or distinct 
portion of matter that 
has thickness

6. Identify Which three 
soil horizons probably con-
tain the most nutrients?
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Why Is the pH of a Soil Important?
The pH scale is used to measure how acidic or basic 

something is. The scale ranges from 0 to 14. A pH of 7 is 
a neutral pH. Soil that has a pH below 7 is acidic. Soil 
that has a pH above 7 is basic.

pH    0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10    11   12    13    14

Lemon
juice

Acid rain

Soft
drink

Milk

Clean rain

Sea
water

Detergents

Household
ammonia

NeutralMore acidic More basic

The pH of a soil affects how nutrients dissolve in the 
soil. Many plants are unable to get certain nutrients from 
soils that are very acidic or basic. The pH of a soil there-
fore has a strong effect on soil fertility. Most plants grow 
best in soil with a pH of 5.5 to 7.0. A few plants grow best 
in soils with higher or lower pH.

Soil pH is determined partly by the soil’s parent rock. 
Soil pH is also affected by the acidity of rainwater, the use 
of fertilizers, and the amount of chemical weathering. 

How Does Climate Affect Soil?
Soil types vary from place to place. The kinds of soils 

that develop in an area depend on its climate. The differ-
ent features of these soils affect the number and kinds of 
organisms that can survive in different areas. 

TROPICAL CLIMATES
Tropical rain forests receive a lot of direct sunlight and 

rain. Because of these factors, plants grow year-round. The 
heat and moisture also cause dead organisms to decay easily. 
This decay produces a lot of rich humus in the soil.

Even though a lot of humus can be produced in tropi-
cal rain forests, their soils are often poor in nutrients. 
One reason for this is that tropical rain forests have 
heavy rains. The heavy rains in this climate zone can 
leach nutrients from the topsoil. The rainwater carries 
the nutrients deep into the soil, where the plants can’t 
reach them. In addition, the many plants that grow in 
tropical climates can use up the nutrients in the soil. 

TAKE A LOOK 
7. Identify Which is more 
acidic, lemon juice or a soft 
drink?

READING CHECK

8. List What are three things 
that affect soil pH?

READING CHECK

9. Explain Why are many 
tropical soils poor in nutrients?
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DESERTS AND ARCTIC CLIMATES
Deserts and arctic climates receive little rainfall. 

Therefore, the nutrients in the soil are not leached by 
rainwater. However, the small amount of rain in these 
climates makes weathering happen more slowly. As a 
result, soil forms slowly. 

Few plants and animals live in deserts and arctic climates. 
Therefore, most soils there contain very little humus. 

Sometimes, desert soils can become harmful, even to 
desert plants. Groundwater can seep into the desert soil. 
The groundwater often contains salt. When the water 
evaporates, the salt is left in the soil. The salt can build 
up in the soil and harm plants.

TEMPERATE FORESTS AND GRASSLANDS
Most of the continental United States has a temperate 

climate. Because the temperature changes often, mechanical 
weathering happens quickly in temperate climates. Thick 
layers of soil can build up. 

Temperate areas get a medium amount of rain. The 
rain is enough to weather rock quickly, but it is not 
enough to leach many nutrients from the soil. 

Many different kinds of plants can grow in temperate 
soils. Therefore, they contain a lot of humus. The large 
amount of humus makes the soils very rich in nutrients. 
The most fertile soils in the world are found in temperate 
climates. For example, the Midwestern part of the United 
States is often called the United States’ “breadbasket” 
because of the many crops that grow there.

Type of climate Description of climate
Features of the soil in 
this climate

Tropical climates warm temperatures
a lot of rain
many living things

Deserts and arctic 
climates

has little humus
poor in nutrients

medium amount of rain
temperature changes 
often

Critical Thinking
10. Apply Concepts As in 
deserts, groundwater in arctic 
climates can contain salt. Salt  
does not build up in arctic 
soils as quickly as in desert 
soils. What do you think is 
the reason for this?

TAKE A LOOK 
11. Describe Fill in the chart 
to show the features of soils 
in different climates.
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bedrock the layer of rock beneath soil
humus dark, organic material formed in 

soil from the decayed remains of plants 
and animals

leaching the removal of substances that can be 
dissolved from rock, ore, or layers of soil due 
to the passing of water

parent rock a rock formation that is the source 
of soil

soil a loose mixture of rock fragments, organic 
material, water, and air that can support the 
growth of vegetation

soil structure the arrangement of soil particles
soil texture the soil quality that is based on the 

proportions of soil particles

 1. Summarize What are three properties of soil?

 2. Compare What climate feature do arctic climates and desert climates share that 
makes their soils similar?

 3. Analyze How can flowing water affect the fertility of soils?

 4. Identify How does soil pH affect plant growth?

 5. Explain What determines a soil’s texture?

 6. Identify Name three things that are found in soils.

Section 3 Review NSES ES 1c, 1e, 1g, 1k



 

Write a description for each of the layers of the soil. 

  
O 

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

A 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

 
B 

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

C 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

 
 



 

Rock Cycle Brochure  
Directions: Create a brochure containing important rock facts and topics using the following 
slide. Use your readings from last week and the internet to discover more information on the 
topics provided. Be creative! 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Mystery solved: Zebras' stripes might protect 

against fly bites  
By The Guardian, adapted by Newsela staff on 03.06.19 
Word Count 625 Level 710L  

 

The mystery of how the zebra got its stripes might have been solved. Experts say the 
pattern appears to confuse flies. The stripes make it harder for flies to bite zebras.  

A group of scientists wrote a new study. They studied horses, zebras and horses dressed as 
zebras. The team said the study suggested stripes might help to stop insects. That supports 
scientists' previous work. The study also helped figure out why. It found that the zebra patterns 
only produced an effect when the flies got close.  

Landing Changed 
Everything  

Martin How helped write the study. He is a scientist at the University of Bristol in England. He 
said the flies seemed to behave naturally around both zebras and horses. That changed when 
it came to landing, though.  

How and the other scientists saw that the horseflies were not able to control their flight close to 
the zebras. The flies would move too quickly. It seemed they could not control their direction, How  
said. The flies would turn away or run into the zebra, he 
said.  



 

Scientists spent more than 16 hours standing in 
fields. They watched how horseflies acted around 
nine horses and three zebras. One of the zebras had 
the funny name Spot.  

Horseflies circled or touched the animals about the 
same amount. Landing was a different matter, 
though. Fewer flies landed on zebras than horses.  

The scientists wanted to check that the effect was not caused by something else. It could have 
happened because zebras and horses smell different, for example. So the scientists put black, 
white and zebra-striped coats on seven horses. The flies touched and landed on the zebra coat 
far less often. The black or white coat did not make the same difference.  

Flies Smacked Into Zebras By 
Accident  

The scientists also made video recordings. They recorded the zebras and a smaller group of 
horses. The video showed flies failed to slow down at the right speed when zooming toward 
zebras. The flies would often smack into the zebras by accident. The flies did not have this 
problem with horses.  

The stripes did not confuse flies from long range, the scientists said. Instead, they had an 
effect when the flies got up close. It might be because the flies cannot see very well.  

How said that from about 6 feet away, a zebra would just look like a gray horse to a fly. "They 
won't be able to see the stripes at all," he said. It may be that the insects suddenly notice the 
stripes when they get close and that confuses them. The stripes may confuse the flies about how 
quickly they are flying, he said. That could cause them to go the wrong speed and be unable to 
land.  

The team said that stripes might have developed in response to biting flies. The results of 
their study supported this idea.  

How said that zebras have developed in parts of the world where flies carry "pretty nasty 
diseases." There can be some very big consequences to being bitten by flies, he said. Horses 
are different. They have lived in different environments. Diseases from flies are less dangerous 
there, he said.  



 

Not The Full Story  

He added that the explanation might not be the full story, though. Scientists have previously 
suggested the stripes could help zebras hide. They could help zebras control body 
temperature. Stripes could even be part of the way that zebras communicate with each other.  

How said people who enjoy the outdoors could learn from zebras. People can wear 
patterned shirts and body paint, he said. It could help to avoid nasty insect bites.  

 
QUIZ 

1 What is the hazard of horseflies for zebras in their shared habitat?  

(A) Horseflies carry dangerous diseases.  

(B) Horseflies may suck their blood out.  

(C) Horseflies hone in on zebra stripes.  

(D) Horseflies chase zebras around.  

2 Select the statement that BEST summarizes the article.  

(A) Scientists studied the diseases that zebras and horses get from flies in order to know if they are  

different.  

(B) Scientists studied a zebra with the funny name of Spot to understand how stripes protect zebras from  

diseases.  

(C) Scientists found that horseflies usually behave naturally around zebras and horses except when it  

comes to biting.  

(D) Scientists found that zebras' stripes may protect them from fly bites by making it harder for the flies to  

land on them.  

3 What did the study conclude about how stripes affect flies?  

(A) Flies get attracted and are unable to land.  

(B) Flies get attracted and land more often.  

(C) Flies get confused and are unable to land.  

(D) Flies get confused and land more often.  

 



 

4 Read the paragraph from the section "Flies Smacked Into Zebras By Accident."  

How said that from about 6 feet away, a zebra would just look like a gray horse to a fly. "They 
won't be able to see the stripes at all," he said. It may be that the insects suddenly notice the 
stripes when they get close and that confuses them. The stripes may confuse the flies about how 
quickly they are flying, he said. That could cause them to go the wrong speed and be unable to 
land.  

How does this paragraph support the main idea of the 
article?  

(A) It explains how zebras' stripes work to confuse flies.  

(B) It shows how fast flies must be to bite the zebras.  

(C) It explains why flies think that zebras and horses are the same.  

(D) It shows why flies have poorer vision than other insects.  

5 How did scientists test the effect of zebra stripes on the behavior of flies?  

(A) Scientists observed flies near a zebra in a horse coat.  

(B) Scientists observed flies near a horse in a zebra coat.  

(C) Scientists captured flies attacking a zebra in a horse coat.  

(D) Scientists captured flies attacking a horse in a zebra coat.  
6 Complete the sentence.  

Putting striped coats on 
horses:  

(A) caused the horses to become confused about what they were seeing  

(B) caused the zebras to communicate more clearly with the horses  

(C) caused the horses to have fewer flies land on or touch them  

(D) caused the zebras near the horses to be bitten by flies more often  

7 What could happen to a zebra that has no stripes?  

(A) A zebra with no stripes might sleep longer and get bitten by flies.  

(B) A zebra with no stripes might get bitten by flies and show more to predators.  

(C) A zebra with no stripes might show more to predators and communicate better with other zebras.  

(D) A zebra with no stripes might communicate better with other zebras and sleep longer.  



 

8 Why does Martin How think that what scientists learned can help humans?  

(A) It shows that wearing patterned clothing could keep insects away.  

(B) It explains why people in some areas get diseases from insect bites.  

(C) It shows that wearing stripes can help control body temperature.  

(D) It explains why stripes are harder for people to see than solid colors.  

 

 

 

 

 
Name: __________________________________________________ 
 
Have some fun at home. Find an experiment on one of the websites listed using materials you 
have around your house. Complete the lab sheet. Have fun, send me pictures :) 
 
https://www.kcedventures.com/blog/rocks-minerals-a-fun-testing-experiment-for-kids 
 
https://www.kids-earth-science.com/earth-science-experiments.html 
 
https://mommypoppins.com/kids/50-easy-science-experiments-for-kids-fun-educational-activities
-using-household-stuff 
 

1. What is the problem? What are you trying to find out? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________  
 

2. Hypothesis (if, then, because): 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________  

 
3. Observations/data: 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________  
 

4. Conclusion: Was your hypothesis correct or incorrect, why? 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________  

https://www.kcedventures.com/blog/rocks-minerals-a-fun-testing-experiment-for-kids
https://www.kids-earth-science.com/earth-science-experiments.html
https://mommypoppins.com/kids/50-easy-science-experiments-for-kids-fun-educational-activities-using-household-stuff
https://mommypoppins.com/kids/50-easy-science-experiments-for-kids-fun-educational-activities-using-household-stuff

